
Lightbox mit Sternenfolie
Instructions No. 1592
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 3 Hours

Light Boxes must not be missing in any apartment!

They are currently a particularly hip light decoration and easy to make. They can be decorated with characters, pictures or simply with colours. With our star
light foil Magic Star you give small Light Boxesa big effect.

Procedure for making a lightbox:

Step one:
Prime the cardboard frames with white Acrylic paintand then decorate the
frames with different shades of green and Inca Gold. In addition, to make the
frames even more interesting, we have applied decorations with a white
edding pen after drying 

Step 2:
Next, place the cardboard frames on your star foil and paint both the outer
and inner edges of the frame. Cut out your hexagon at the outer edge and cut
in at the corners up to the inner edge (mark). 

Step three:
Now you can design Lamp foil with templates, color and much more. In our
example we have combined the Stencil "hummingbird" with the Stencil
"Hibiscus". It is best to spray the stencils with temporary spray glue so that
the motif does not slip while painting and then place them in the desired
position. With Stenciling ink in different colours you can now create the motif
beautifully coloured. 

Step four 
Prepare the Lamp foil for gluing in. For this, bend the edge backwards. Next,
slide the stars-Lamp foil into the hexagon and attach them with double-sided
Adhesive tape. Step 5 For a great lighting effect, attach a light source like a
string of lights behind the frame. You will be impressed by the light effect.
Your Lightbox is now ready and ready to move into your home!

Article number Article name Qty
688956 VBS Star foil "Magic Star" 1
756495-01 Viva Decor "Inka Gold", 62,5 gGold 1
450638 Marabu fix it adhesive spray, 150 ml 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-craft-paint-50-ml-a20168/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/viva-decor-inka-gold-62-5-g-a158882/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/edding-4000-matt-varnish-marker-a21124/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-star-foil-magic-star-a55854/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/marabu-fix-it-adhesive-spray-150-ml-a15777/
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